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The SCS Foundation, through the Alfred Werner fund, supports excellent foreign students for their Master’s studies in Chemistry or Biochemistry at a Swiss University or Institute of Technology. The aim of this program is to bring young talent to Switzerland. Once a year, the Werner Scholars are invited by one of the program sponsoring companies (Meet&Greet event) to visit their laboratories and to meet with researchers and company officials. In return, they will greet their hosts by presenting themselves and their MSc research project. After holding Meet&Greet events at Lonza,[1] Syngenta,[2] and Firmenich,[3] the current two classes of Werner Scholars had the opportunity to meet & greet F. Hoffmann-La Roche in Basel at the end of May.

Hosts and Program

Dr. Christian Lerner, Principal Scientist of Medicinal Chemistry, launched the program by walking the young visitors through the drug discovery process (‘from idea to medicine’). Four senior scientists, representing different areas of R&D, provided insight into career paths and day-to-day work at Roche (‘Where chemistry matters’; see Table for presenters). During the lunch break, the Werner Scholars introduced themselves (‘free speech’ format).

After lunch, the Werner Scholars had the opportunity to visit a process technology (formulation) facility and a medchem analytical lab. In the second and final classroom session, after an introductory talk on ‘Careers at Roche’, the students discuss the job application and hiring process with two recruiters at great depth and detail. Questions such as “What does the company expect from a young chemist?”, “How do I get a job at Roche?” or “How do I get a good CV (… and what not)” were discussed in a very open manner.

The presenters of ‘Chemistry matters - Insight into Career paths and day-to-day work’:

Dr. Jean-Yves Wach, Senior Scientist and RiCH Programme Manager, Medicinal Chemistry
Dr. Stefan Hildbrand, Head of Process Chemistry & Catalysis
Dr. Wolfgang Haap, Section Head Medicinal Chemistry Basel (Oncology)
Dr. Juraj Sibic, Scientist in Process Analytical Technologies

For the farewell, the students were invited for a drink at the top of Roche Building 1 (38th floor), marking the official end of Meet & Greet 2019. The unofficial end of the event took place in Basel restaurant, where the Werner Scholars spontaneously met to toast on an exciting and very inspiring day.
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